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Article 1 concepts

1. Bicycle: the bicycle (including all other items rented by ‘LUCAS fietsen’ , such as e-
bikes, mountain bikes and tandems) that is the subject of the rental agreement;

2. Tenant: the natural person who entered into the lease as a tenant;
3. Owner: ‘LUCAS fietsen’ who, as the owner, concludes the rental agreement.

Article 2 rent

1. The rent is determined on the basis of the applicable rental rates of ‘LUCAS fietsen’.
These are published on the ‘LUCAS fietsen’ website and are recorded in the rental
agreement.

2. The rent and all other amounts must be paid before the rented items are taken away.

Article 3 rental period

1. The rental period is the period between the times of commencement and return as
stated in the contract.

2. The rental period can only be extended with the permission of the owner and at the
(extension) rates as referred to in Article 2.

3. Intermediate return of the bicycle(s) terminates the rental agreement without the
right to a reduction of the rental amount stated in the contract or the increased rent
due to an extension.

4. The bicycle(s) must be returned to the address of the owner or at a location to be
determined at the latest at the time of return agreed in the rental agreement.

5. If the original or extended rental period is exceeded by more than 15 minutes
because the bicycle(s) has not been returned to the address of the owner on time,
the rental will continue until the bicycles have been received by the lessor, at the
rates as referred to in Article 2.

6. Without prejudice to the provisions of the previous paragraph, the owner has the
right in that case to dissolve the rental agreement without judicial intervention and
to immediately demand the return of the bicycle(s) or to take them back where and
with whom the bicycle(s) are located. The owner also has this authority if the tenant
does not comply with any of the conditions of the lease.

Article 4 use/liability

1. The bicycle(s) may only be used in accordance with their normal destination and by
the rider(s) named in the rental contract. The bicycle(s) must be returned to the



rental address in a clean condition in the condition in which the bicycle(s) were
received. Pollution from normal use is accepted by the owner. Due to the nature of
normal use, mountain bikes may be returned soiled.

2. It is not allowed to transport two people on a bicycle (an exception to this is the
transport of a child on a child seat and use of tandem)

3. The tenant will take good care of the bicycle(s). For example, the tenant must take
precautions against damage, loss or theft. The bicycle must be properly locked with a
ring lock and, if applicable, with the supplied chain lock.

4. With an electric bicycle, a helmet is recommended (not mandatory).
5. The owner does not accept any liability during use or as a result of defects in the

bicycle.

Article 5 damage, loss, theft and roadside assistance

1. The tenant remains liable for theft and damage to the rented bicycle(s) until the
lessor takes delivery of the bicycle(s). At the start of the rental period and when the
bicycle is collected at the end of the rental period, it is checked whether the bicycle is
in good condition.

2. If the inspection at the end of the rental period reveals damage or loss to/of the
bicycle(s) or accessory(s), the damage/loss will be charged immediately. The amounts
below are used in the following situations. If the relevant damage/loss is not
mentioned in the list below, the amount of damage will be determined by means of a
cost assessment by the owner.

Lost key €15,-
Lost helmet €30,-
Lost cable lock €30,-
Paint damage parts €20,- per part
Pain damage frame €50,-
Handlebars out of context €50,-
Small turn in wheel €30,-
Big turn in wheel €100,-
Fork bent €125,-
Pedals bent €40,-
Chain guard broken €40,-
Bicycle stand broken €25,-
Saddle damage or loss €40,-
Mudguard broken €35,-
E-bike mid-engine lost €2250,-
E-bike front wheel engine lost €1300,-
Lost battery €500,-
Lost city bicycle €700,-
Lost tandem €1000,-



Charger damage or lost €85,-
Lost E-mountain bike €3500,-
Lost front child seat €125,-
Lost rear child seat €125,-
Lost child trailer €500,-
Lost dog trailer €450,-
Lost children’s bicycle 350,-

3. The amounts referred to in paragraph 1 of this article will be charged directly to the
tenant.

4. In the event of a breakdown on the road, the tenant will contact the person who
issued the bicycle. Depending on the situation, it is decided in mutual consultation to
have the bicycle made on site, to leave the bicycles properly locked or to exchange
them on site. In certain cases, the expenses incurred can be reimbursed by ‘LUCAS
Fietsen’, but only if explicit approval has been given in advance by ‘LUCAS Fietsen’ for
the costs to be incurred.

Article 6 costs during rental period

1. During the rental period, all charges and taxes related to the use of the bicycle(s) are
for the account of the tenant. Costs such as: storage, cleaning, battery charging,
entrance fees.

Article 7 reservation/cancellation

1. When booking online, a service fee of € 1 will be charged per reservation.
2. Cancellation is possible free of charge, with the exception of the reservation costs,

provided that it has been made known in writing (e-mail) 72 hours in advance.
3. In case of late cancellation, 50% of the rental costs will be charged with a minimum

of 1 rental day per item.

Article 8 personal data

The personal details of the tenant stated on the contract are processed by the owner within
the meaning of the Personal Data Protection Act. Based on this processing, the owner can:
execute the agreement, provide optimal service, provide the tenant with product
information in a timely manner and make personalized offers. Any objection to be lodged by
the tenant with the owner against processing for direct mailing will be honoured.


